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SUMMARY. We report analytic and consensus processes that produced recommendations for neoadjuvant patho-
logic stage groups (ypTNM) of esophageal and esophagogastric junction cancer for the AJCC/UICC cancer staging
manuals, 8th edition. The Worldwide Esophageal Cancer Collaboration provided data for 22,654 patients with epi-
thelial esophageal cancers; 7,773 had pathologic assessment after neoadjuvant therapy. Risk-adjusted survival for
each patient was developed. Random forest analysis identified data-driven neoadjuvant pathologic stage groups
wherein survival decreased monotonically with increasing group, was distinctive between groups, and homogeneous
within groups. An additional analysis produced data-driven anatomic neoadjuvant pathologic stage groups based
only on ypT, ypN, and ypM categories. The AJCC Upper GI Task Force, by smoothing, simplifying, expanding,
and assessing clinical applicability, produced consensus neoadjuvant pathologic stage groups. Grade and location
were much less discriminating for stage grouping ypTNM than pTNM. Data-driven stage grouping without grade
and location produced nearly identical groups for squamous cell carcinoma and adenocarcinoma. However, ypTNM
groups and their associated survival differed from pTNM. The need for consensus process was minimal. The consen-
sus groups, identical for both cell types were as follows: ypStage I comprised ypT0-2N0M0; ypStage II ypT3N0M0;
ypStage IIIA ypT0-2N1M0; ypStage IIIB ypT3N1M0, ypT0-3N2, and ypT4aN0M0; ypStage IVA ypT4aN1-2,
ypT4bN0-2, and ypTanyN3M0; and ypStage IVB ypTanyNanyM1. Absence of equivalent pathologic (pTNM) cate-
gories for the peculiar neoadjuvant pathologic categories ypTisN0-3M0 and ypT0N0-3M0, dissimilar stage group
compositions, and markedly different early- and intermediate-stage survival necessitated a unified, unique set of
stage grouping for patients of either cell type who receive neoadjuvant therapy.
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INTRODUCTION

Pathologic stage after neoadjuvant therapy (ypTNM),
by tradition, shared pathologic stage after esophagec-
tomy alone (pTNM). However, this concept is in ques-
tion.1 Post-7th edition AJCC instructions and goals of
the Worldwide Esophageal Cancer Collaboration
(WECC)2 were to develop, if indicated, separate neo-
adjuvant pathologic staging recommendations for can-
cer of the esophagus and esophagogastric junction for
the 8th edition AJCC Cancer Staging Manual. Data
provided by WECC3,4 served as substrate for a data-
driven machine-learning analysis producing data-driv-
en neoadjuvant pathologic stage groups. An additional
machine-learning analysis produced data-driven
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anatomic neoadjuvant pathologic stage groups based
only on ypT, ypN, and ypM categories. The AJCC
Upper GI Task Force reviewed these and, by smooth-
ing, simplifying, expanding, and assessing clinical
applicability, produced consensus neoadjuvant patho-
logic stage groups.

This manuscript reports these data-driven neoadju-
vant pathologic stage groups, data-driven anatomic neo-
adjuvant pathologic stage groups, and consensus
neoadjuvant pathologic stage groups. Finally, to simpli-
fy prognostication, the consensus pTNM5 stage group
with equivalent survival to each consensus ypTNM
stage group was identified.

PATIENTS AND METHODS

Patients

At 33 WECC institutions (Supporting Information
Appendix S1), 22,654 patients were treated for epitheli-
al esophageal cancers.3 Of these, 22,123 had treatment,
survival, and pT data available. Among the latter, 7,773
had pathologic staging after neoadjuvant therapy.
Patient, cancer, and survival data have been published.2

Endpoint

The endpoint was all-cause mortality from first man-
agement decision. Median potential follow-up was 8.9
years6; however, median actual follow-up for surviving
patients was 2.5 years, with 25% followed more than
5.1 years and 10% more than 8.4 years.3

Data

Data were collected using a common format with stan-
dardized definitions (Supporting Information Table
S1). The Case Cancer Institutional Review Board of
Case Western Reserve University and Cleveland Clinic
Institutional Review Board approved the entire project.

Data analysis

Analytic strategy
Risk-adjusted survival for each patient was developed.
Data-driven groups were formulated such that (1) sur-
vival decreased monotonically with increasing group
number, and (2) survival of each group was distinctive,
with no more than a 5% difference. ypTNM categories
comprising each group were then exposed. Homogene-
ity of survival within groups was determined.

Risk-adjusted survival
Random Survival Forest (RSF) methodology was
used to estimate nonparametric risk-adjusted and
cross-validated survival for each patient.7,8 Thirty-nine
dichotomous, polytomous, ordinal, and continuous
variables were used (Supporting Information Table S2)
in separate analyses for squamous cell carcinoma
(SCC) and adenocarcinoma.

All computations used open source randomFor-
estSRC R-software under default settings.9 Missing
data for all other variables were pre-imputed without
outcome information by RF imputation methodology,
missForest.10,11 One thousand survival trees were
grown using log-rank splitting. Each tree was con-
structed using an independent bootstrap sample of
size 22,123; on average, each bootstrap sample con-
tained 63% of the patients. The remaining unused
patients (37%) were referred to as out-of-bag (OOB)
observations. Each tree and its corresponding OOB
observations were used to calculate a patient-specific
risk-adjusted OOB (cross-validated) survival function
for stage grouping and patient-specific mortality value
(integrated cumulative hazard for each patient) for
analysis of homogeneity.7

Data-driven neoadjuvant pathologic staging
RSF analysis produced 24 subsets of SCC patients and
19 for adenocarcinoma (Supporting Information Table
S3 and Figs. S1 and S2), with constraints such that only
subsets with a sample size of 20 patients or more were
permitted. Stage groups were then formed by iteratively
merging these subsets by closeness and individual patient
survival by closeness, defined as the root-mean-squared-
error difference between OOB survival functions from 3
to 10 years, until no more than a 5% difference between
adjacent groups, above and below, was observed.

Data-driven anatomic neoadjuvant pathologic staging
UICC requirements for pure ypTNM groupings, a sec-
ond RSF analysis, were performed to produce data-
driven anatomic pathologic stage groupings. Grade
and location were used in risk adjustment.

Consensus neoadjuvant pathologic staging
The AJCC Upper GI Task Force reviewed cancer cate-
gories and both data-driven analyses. The consensus
process of merging, splitting, and smoothing data-
driven groups while maintaining clinical relevance and
minimizing drift from data-driven groupings produced
consensus neoadjuvant pathologic stage groups.

Homogeneity
Within each data-driven, anatomic, and consensus
stage group, homogeneity was assessed as follows.
OOB patient survival was analyzed with respect to the
39 independent variables using RF regression. Regres-
sion forests of 1,000 random regression trees were
grown using mean-squared-error splitting. From each
RF regression, variable importance (VIMP) of each
variable was calculated by measuring the increase in
OOB mean-squared error when the variable was
removed from the analysis,8 and standardized by divid-
ing VIMP by the variance of OOB patient mortality
multiplied by 100. Standardized VIMP measured the
relative importance of each independent variable in
predicting OOB patient mortality within a stage group.
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If a group is homogeneous, standardized VIMP for all
cancer facts should be near zero. Values under 5%
were deemed to be non-significant.12

Equivalence of survival between consensus pTNM and
consensus ypTNM stage groups
For each consensus neoadjuvant pathologic stage
group, the consensus pTNM5 stage group with equiva-
lent survival profile was identified.

RESULTS

Data-driven neoadjuvant pathologic stage groups

Seven data-driven stage groups, presented simply as
cardinal numbers, were identified for SCC (Table 1)
and 5 for adenocarcinoma (Table 2). Risk-adjusted sur-
vival for SCC (Fig. 1A) and adenocarcinoma (Fig. 1B)
monotonically decreased with increasing cardinal num-
ber and was distinctive between groups. Homogeneity
was excellent for all groups except 4 and 5 for adenocar-
cinoma (Supporting Information Figs. S3A and S4A).
However, further refinement of these groups by ypN1

subgrouping would be statistically important but clini-
cally irrelevant because survival was so poor.

Squamous cell carcinoma
Grade and location played a limited role in groups 1–5.
Only for ypT2-3N0M0 cancers did it play a role, and
not in an ordered progression; these cancers were
broadly spread through group 1 (ypT2N0M0G1
upper/middle esophagus), group 2 (ypT2N0M0G2-3
lower esophagus), group 3 (ypT2N0M0G2 upper/mid-
dle esophagus, ypT3N0M0 upper/middle esophagus,
and ypT3N0M0G2 lower esophagus), group 4
(ypT2N0M0G2-3 upper/middle esophagus and
ypT3N0M0G3 lower esophagus), and group 5
(ypT3N0M0G2-3 upper/middle esophagus), with few
entries per group and poor arrangement by grade and

location. Group 3 also contained ypT0-1N0M0 and
group 5 ypT1N2M0. Advanced cancers (groups 6 and
7) grouped more orderly. There were too few ypTisN0-
2M0, ypT1N2M0, ypT2-3N0M0G1 lower esophagus,
ypT4aN2M0, and ypT4bN0-2M0 cancers to group.

Adenocarcinoma
Grade played a limited role in stage grouping, useful
only in ypT2N0M0 patients. Group 1 was composed of
ypT0-2N0M0 cancers confined to the esophageal wall,
except for ypT2N0M0G3 cancers, which with
ypT3N0M0 cancers comprised group 2. Group 3 was
restricted to cancer confined to the esophageal wall with
ypN1 regional nodal category and ypT4aN0M0 and
ypT1N2M0. Group 4 was composed of ypT2N2M0,
ypT3N1-2M0, and ypT4aN1M0 cancers. Group 5 com-
prised ypTanyN3M0 and ypM1. There were too few
ypTisN0-2M0, ypT0N2M0, ypT4aN2M0, and
ypT4bN0-2M0 patients to group.

Data-driven anatomic neoadjuvant pathologic stage
groups

Five data-driven anatomic neoadjuvant pathologic
stage groups, presented simply as cardinal numbers,
were identified for SCC (Table 3) and 6 for adenocarci-
noma (Table 4). Risk-adjusted survival for SCC (Fig.
2A) and adenocarcinoma (Fig. 2B) monotonically
decreased, was distinctive between groups, and was
homogeneous within groups (Supporting Information
Figs. S3B and S4B).

The groups were identical for SCC and adenocarci-
noma except that ypT2N0M0 moved from group 1
SCC to group 2 adenocarcinoma as the sole entry,
which then increased the cardinal number.
ypT4aN0M0 and ypT4aN1M0 SCC moved to one
group lower in adenocarcinoma.

Consensus neoadjuvant pathologic stage groups

The consensus process produced identical groupings
for SCC and adenocarcinoma using the data-driven

Table 1 Data-driven neoadjuvant pathologic stage groups for
squamous cell carcinoma

Analysis
group ypT ypN ypM ypGrade ypLocation

1 T2 N0 M0 G1 Upper/Middle
2 T2 N0 M0 G2-3 Lower
3 T0 N0 M0 N/A Any

T1 N0 M0 Any Any
T2 N0 M0 G2 Upper/Middle
T3 N0 M0 G1 Upper/Middle
T3 N0 M0 G2 Lower

4 T2 N0 M0 G2-3 Upper/Middle
T3 N0 M0 G3 Lower

5 T3 N0 M0 G2-3 Upper/Middle
T0-2 N1 M0 Any Any

6 T2 N2 M0 Any Any
T4a N0 M0 Any Any
T3 N1-2 M0 Any Any

7 T4a N1 M0 Any Any
Any N3 M0 Any Any
Any Any M1 Any Any

Table 2 Data-driven neoadjuvant pathologic stage groups for
adenocarcinoma

Analysis
group ypT ypN ypM ypG

1 T0 N0 M0 N/A
T1 N0 M0 Any
T2 N0 M0 G1-2

2 T2 N0 M0 G3
T3 N0 M0 Any

3 T0-2 N1 M0 Any
T4a N0 M0 Any
T1 N2 M0 Any

4 T2 N2 M0 Any
T3 N1-2 M0 Any
T4a N1 M0 Any

5 Any N3 M0 Any
Any Any M1 Any
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anatomic neoadjuvant pathologic stage groups (Tables
3 and 4). The only step required was combining
ypT2N0M0 adenocarcinoma, the sole component of
group 2, with group 1 cancers to form Consensus
group I. Thus, Consensus group I was ypT0-2N0M0;
group II was ypT3N0M0; group IIIA was ypT1-
2N1M0; group IIIB was ypT0-3N2, ypT3N1M0, and
ypT4aN0M0; and group IV was ypT4aN1-2M0,
ypT4bN0-2M0, ypanyTN3M0, and ypM1.

Risk-adjusted survival for SCC (Fig. 3A) and ade-
nocarcinoma (Fig. 3B) monotonically decreased with
increasing cardinal number and was distinctive
between groups. Homogeneity was excellent for all

groups except ypIIIB, ypIVA, and ypIVB (Supporting
Information Figs. S3C and S4C). However, further
refinement of these groups by ypN1 subgrouping
would be statistically important but clinically irrele-
vant because survival was so poor.

Equivalence of survival between consensus pTNM and
ypTNM stage groups

For SCC, survival of ypTNM stage group I was equiv-
alent to pTNM stage group IIB, but survival for
ypTNM stage group II was intermediate between
pTNM stage groups IIB and IIIA. Survival for

Fig. 1 Risk-adjusted survival of data-driven neoadjuvant pathologic stage groups. (A) Squamous cell carcinoma. (B) Adenocarcinoma.

Table 3 Data-driven anatomic and consensus neoadjuvant
pathologic stage groups for squamous cell carcinoma

Analysis
group ypT ypN ypM

Consensus
stage group

Consensus
pTNM
equivalent
group†

1 T0 N0 M0 I IIB
X Tis N0 M0 I IIB

T1-2 N0 M0 I IIB
2 T3 N0 M0 II —‡

3 T0 N1 M0 IIIA IIIA
X Tis N1 M0 IIIA IIIA

T1-2 N1 M0 IIIA IIIA
4 T4a N0 M0 IIIB IIIB

T3 N1 M0 IIIB IIIB
X T0-1 N2 M0 IIIB IIIB

T2-3 N2 M0 IIIB IIIB
5 T4a N1 M0 IVA IVA

X T4a N2 M0 IVA IVA
X T4b N0-1 M0 IVA IVA

Any N3 M0 IVA IVA
Any Any M1 IVB IVA

Note: X 5 not in data-driven analysis.
† Equivalent survival with pTNM consensus groups.
‡ No survival equivalent pTNM group.

Table 4 Data-driven anatomic and consensus neoadjuvant
pathologic stage groups for adenocarcinoma

Analysis
group ypT ypN ypM

Consensus
stage group

pTNM
equivalent
group†

1 T0 N0 M0 I IIA
X Tis N0 M0 I IIA

T1 N0 M0 I IIA
2 T2 N0 M0 I IIA
3 T3 N0 M0 II IIB
4 T0 N1 M0 IIIA IIIA

X Tis N1 M0 IIIA IIIA
T1-2 N1 M0 IIIA IIIA
T4a N0 M0 IIIB IIIB
T1 N2 M0 IIIB IIIB

5 X T0-is N2 M0 IIIB IIIB
T2 N2 M0 IIIB IIIB
T3 N1-2 M0 IIIB IIIB
T4a N1 M0 IVA IVA

6 X T4a N2 M0 IVA IVA
X T4b N0-2 M0 IVA IVA

Any N3 M0 IVA IVA
Any Any M1 IVB IVA

Note: X 5 not in data-driven analysis.
† Equivalent survival with pTNM consensus groups.
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ypTNM stage groups IIIA through IVB was equiva-
lent to the same pTNM stage groups.

For adenocarcinoma, survival of ypTNM stage
group I was equivalent to pTNM stage group IIA, and
ypTNM stage group II was equivalent to pTNM stage
group IIB. Survival of ypTNM stage group IIIA-IVB
was equivalent to the same pTNM stage groups.

DISCUSSION

Principal findings

Unique pTNM categories (ypTisN0-3M0 and
ypT0N0-3M0) produced by the differential effects of

neoadjuvant therapy on T, N, and M, dissimilar stage
group compositions, and markedly different survival
profiles necessitated a unified, unique set of stage group-
ings for patients of either cell type who receive neoadju-
vant therapy. Grade and location were not sufficiently
discriminatory for ypTNM stage grouping. Survival of
earlier ypTNM classifications is markedly less than
equivalent pTNM groups, but that for stage groups
IIIA and IIIB were equivalent.

ypT0-2 cancers have similar survival for each N cate-
gory; ypT0-2N0M0 comprise ypStage I; ypT0-2N1M0
comprise ypStage IIIA; ypT0-2N2M0 plus ypT3N1-
2M0 and ypT4aN0M0 comprise ypStage IIIB; and
ypT0-2N3 plus ypT3N3M0, ypT4aN1-3, and

Fig. 2 Risk-adjusted survival of data-driven anatomic neoadjuvant pathologic stage groups. (A) Squamous cell carcinoma.
(B) Adenocarcinoma.

Fig. 3 Risk-adjusted survival of consensus neoadjuvant pathologic stage groups. (A) Squamous cell carcinoma. (B) Adenocarcinoma.
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ypT4bN0-3M0 comprise ypStage IVA. ypT3N0M0
cancers are the sole constituent of ypStage II. All
ypM1 cancers are ypStage IVB.

The literature

Although developed using patients undergoing esoph-
agectomy with no preoperative therapy (pTNM),12 use
of 7th edition stage groups by two institutions demon-
strated monotonically decreasing survival with
increasing stage group for patients receiving neoadju-
vant therapy (ypTNM).13,14 However, these single-
institution studies were too small to resolve distinctive-
ness between groups. There was no attempt to assess
homogeneity within groups.

A single-institution study using patients later sub-
mitted to the WECC database explored ypTNM0 sub-
group survival and compared these results with
equivalent pTNM subgroup survival.15 Generally, sur-
vival of ypTNM patients mirrored that of equivalent
pTNM patients. Those not downstaged (ypT3-
4N 1 M0) had dismal survival. However, downstaged
subgroups ypT0N0M0 (22 patients), ypT1-2N0M0
(33 patients), ypT1-2N1M0 (49 patients), and ypT3-
4N0M0 (36 patients) had better survival than expected
from the overall WECC data. Although not evaluated,
survival appeared to decrease with increasing T and N.
It was beyond the scope of the institution�s dataset and
analysis to examine distinctiveness and homogeneity.
The survival discrepancy between this and the present
publication is explained in part by the small, single-
institution nature of this series, the equivalence tested
in responders only, and the differential, random
patient response to neoadjuvant therapy.

In a much larger series, again using patients later
submitted to the WECC database, survival of early
and intermediate 6th edition staged patients receiving
neoadjuvant therapy (ypTNM) was significantly worse
than for equivalent pTNM stage.16 Again, regardless
of treatment, advanced-stage patients had similar dis-
mal survival. These results were in keeping with the
present publication. The authors realized the deficien-
cies of stage grouping in neoadjuvant patients and con-
cluded that although pTNM �continues to predict
survival,� incorporating other variables, such as patho-
logic response, into stage groupings would �better pre-
dict patient outcome.�

A much smaller single-institution study determined
that in ypN0 patients undergoing complete resection
(R0) following neoadjuvant therapy, survival was best
predicted by pathologic response and not ypT catego-
ry.17 Interestingly, for improving prognostication, both
papers suggested modifying pTNM rather than devel-
oping separate ypTNM stages.

Strengths and limitations

Neoadjuvant data were coarse and did not include
entries such as agents, dosages, radiation doses and

fields, schedules, and time between completion of
induction therapy and esophagectomy. Risk adjust-
ment considered only that neoadjuvant and adjuvant
therapy were administered and not type of regime
used. Risk adjustment accounted for cTNM; however,
there was no direct mapping for each patient of cTNM
and ypTNM.

Many believe that cancer-specific survival represents
the ultimate disease-specific survival. However, this
soft endpoint is plagued by our ability to detect persis-
tence of cancer after treatment. Once patient demo-
graphics, comorbidities, and treatments are accounted
for (risk-adjusted survival), and in this analysis, conti-
nent and institution as well, the residual information
contained in all-cause mortality becomes a better
endpoint.18,19

Although the strength of WECC is worldwide repre-
sentation, this also imposes limitations related to insti-
tutional, country, and continent heterogeneity of
etiology, diagnosis, treatment, and pathologic charac-
terization of esophageal cancer. Treatment of adeno-
carcinoma, for example, appeared to be more
consistent across continents and sites than treatment
of SCC.

Imputation was necessary for missing data in some
risk-adjustment variables, and some patients who did
not have complete pTNM data or survival information
were excluded. Although we attempted to incorporate
less invasive treatments, the number of patients receiv-
ing such treatment was small.

Clinical implications

Today, patients with clinically advanced-stage esopha-
geal cancer (cTNM) are likely to be offered neoadju-
vant therapy in hopes of improving survival over those
patients receiving esophagectomy alone.20 Currently,
the response to neoadjuvant therapy is a random
event, and many patients do not realize a meaningful
survival benefit. However, prognostication is specific
for these patients with the AJCC adoption of these 8th
edition neoadjuvant recommendations. The role of
these recommendations in additional treatment plan-
ning is currently limited. However, with advances in
therapy and the advent of precision cancer care, they
may play a future role.

Conclusions

The assumption that patients undergoing neoadjuvant
therapy (ypTNM) and those receiving esophagectomy
alone (pTNM) can share stage groups is incorrect for
early and intermediate ypTNM stage groups. Absence
of equivalent pathologic (pTNM) categories for the
peculiar neoadjuvant pathologic categories ypTisN0-
3M0 and ypT0N0-3M0, dissimilar stage group com-
positions, and markedly different early- and
intermediate-stage survival profiles necessitated a
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single, unique set of stage grouping for patients of
either cell type who receive neoadjuvant therapy.

Prognostication is possible, but survival is reduced
from what has been classically quoted for early and
intermediate pTNM stage groups. Persistent regional
lymph node metastases (ypN1) portend poor survival,
and sterilization of metastatic regional lymph nodes
(ypN0) does not equate with cure. Patients with ypN0
cancers confined to the esophageal wall or those with
complete response have an intermediate survival
regardless of ypT.

Although separate ypTNM stage groups appear
to complicate patient care, this is a small and impor-
tant step in pursuit of precision care for esophageal
cancer.
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